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Company: PRTR

Location: Bang Phli District

Category: other-general

Our client is a global technology and market leader in applied measuring technology. They

develop and manufacture innovative solutions for weighing, feeding, conveying, thermal

processing, pulverizing, classification, screening, mixing and blending, automation, and air

filtration applications. Seeking for Supply Chain Manager who will coordinates the logistics of

APAC supply chain planning. 

Responsibilities

Sales and Operations Planning

Participating in the Sales & Operations planning process through: Participating in the

Demand Review forecasts with the sales and project and production teams.Leading the

Supply Review, developing the Supply Chain plans, and communicating requirements to

members of the supply chain.Coordinating supply chain resources and activities to ensure

parts and services are available to meet the demand plan and Supply Chain plan.Proactively

participating in the development of products, and changes to existing engineering to ensure

controlled and timely changes in material, purchasing, and production flows.

Warehouse and Logistics

Overseeing the completion of annual / scheduled stock take(s).

Coordinating the import and/or export of parts, and equipment from all locations to Thailand.

Establishing and administering freight contracts to optimize freight costs across Thailand

operations.
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Inventory

Through regularly reviewing and updating, ensure inventory levels enable us to consistently meet

our promised lead times with our customers, and reduce waste or obsolescence, while also

meeting our financial targets on working capital, material expenses, and EBITA.

Standardizing inventory management policy and practices.

Establishing ABC-type metrics and reporting to drive decision-making and minimize the levels

of slow-moving/obsolete inventory.

Leading a cross-functional steering committee to monitor inventory performance, and find

solutions to increase inventory optimization.

Overseeing the completion of annual / scheduled stock take(s).

Requirements

5 years experience in a management position, demonstrated experience in leadership and

management of small teams.

5-10 years of Supply Chain experience, specifically inventory, purchasing, warehousing, and

logistics.

A comprehensive understanding of Supply Chain Management principles.

Demonstrated budgetary management.

Advanced risk and business management skills including information gathering and data

analysis.

Strong work ethic.

Demonstrated awareness of LEAN manufacturing principles.
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